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Billy Pilgrim. It seems obvious, at least to this reader, that there is a mischievous ironic intelligence at work
here, that there is no reason for us to assume that the rejection of free will by aliens resembling toilet plungers
is a rejection also made by their creator. It sees war as a tragedy so great that perhaps only the mask of comedy
allows one to look it in the eye. Billy Pilgrim is a former prisoner of war who tends to be stuck in the same
mindset as before While these themes seem to contradict each other, they are also complimentary. At the time
of this novel there had been no research on what happens when you return from war. Shakespeare side by side
Plain english 3. But he has a characteristic in common with many of the characters Vonnegut wrote
throughout his career, and it is this characteristic that allows us to care for him, and therefore to feel the horror
that he feels. The result is Billy's life is presented as a series of episodes without any chronological
obligations. Much of the historical information in Slaughterhouse-Five is considered eye-witness information
because the novel is semi-autobiographical because Kurt Vonnegut was a prisoner of war in Dresden and he
also survived the fire bombings In many ways, the Which does not mean that children are particularly violent.
In the book, the reader is introduced with the main character Billy Pilgrim, who seems to have come "unstuck
in time," rendering him the ability to travel or relive the past, present, and future Vonnegut. They see that the
past, present, and future all exist simultaneously and forever and are simply there, fixed, eternally. This
antiwar, science fiction novel takes place approximately between in the United States. Death is the central
point to which all action in the book connects. Its tone of voice is deadpan farce. People used novels,
pamphlets, and songs, among other things, to get their opinions out into the world. Kurt Vonnegut has the
characters read various texts throughout Slaughterhouse Five to emphasize his feelings about war
Slaughterhouse Five is an anti-war novel that comments on various topics of war; how war desensitized
soldiers to death both during the war and post-war , the gruesome daily life the prisoners of wars carried, and
indirect advocation against the Vietnam War The Creator explains that the whole of life itself has been a long
experiment. Vonnegut uses color imagery, repetitive images, and images of pain and suffering to develop the
novel and create situations that the reader can accept and comprehend. Throughout the story, Pilgrim, or the
reader encounters an animal that Vonnegut uses to convey the range of emotions and incidents that humans are
subject to as a result of war. He wishes to die during most of the novel and is unable to connect with almost
anyone on Earth Vonnegut's main character, Billy Pilgrim, travels back and forth in his own life span "paying
random visits to all events in between" SF  Slaughterhouse Five is not written as an anti-war story, however its
portrayal of the destruction as a story leaves the reader with a sense of disgust.


